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ABSTRACT The acquisition of the spatial and angular information of a scene using light field (LF) technologies supplement a wide range of post-processing applications, such as scene reconstruction, refocusing,
virtual view synthesis, and so forth. The additional angular information possessed by LF data increases the
size of the overall data captured while offering the same spatial resolution. The main contributor to the size
of captured data (i.e., angular information) contains a high correlation that is exploited by state-of-the-art
video encoders by treating the LF as a pseudo video sequence (PVS). The interpretation of LF as a single
PVS restricts the encoding scheme to only utilize a single-dimensional angular correlation present in the
LF data. In this paper, we present an LF compression framework that efficiently exploits the spatial and
angular correlation using a multiview extension of high-efficiency video coding (MV-HEVC). The input
LF views are converted into multiple PVSs and are organized hierarchically. The rate-allocation scheme
takes into account the assigned organization of frames and distributes quality/bits among them accordingly.
Subsequently, the reference picture selection scheme prioritizes the reference frames based on the assigned
quality. The proposed compression scheme is evaluated by following the common test conditions set by JPEG
Pleno. The proposed scheme performs 0.75 dB better compared to state-of-the-art compression schemes and
2.5 dB better compared to the x265-based JPEG Pleno anchor scheme. Moreover, an optimized motionsearch scheme is proposed in the framework that reduces the computational complexity (in terms of the sum
of absolute difference [SAD] computations) of motion estimation by up to 87% with a negligible loss in
visual quality (approximately 0.05 dB).
INDEX TERMS Compression, light field, MV-HEVC, plenoptic.
I. INTRODUCTION

In the recent past, capturing the spatial and angular information of a scene [1], [2] has influenced numerous research
problems, namely reconstructing 3D scenes [3], [4], processing [5]–[8], rendering novel views [9], [10], and refocusing [11], [12]. G. Lippmann [13] introduced the concept of
recording spatial and angular information in 1908. In 1991,
E.H. Adelson [14] characterized the light information of
a scene in observable space by using a seven-dimensional
plenoptic function that represents each ray by considering its
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Gangyi Jiang.
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direction, spatial position, time, and wavelength information.
In 1996, M. Levoy [15] proposed to parameterize each light
ray in a scene by recording its intersection with two parallel
planes using four parameters and referred to it as a light
field (LF).
With the availability of computing resources, initially,
multiple camera systems (MCSs) were used to capture the
LF information of the scene [15]. Each camera records the
single perspective of the scene, and hence the number of
cameras defines the angular resolution of the captured LF.
The physical limitations of the capturing setup result in sparse
LF sampling. The advances in optical instruments have led
to the development of plenoptic cameras [16] that capture
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the spatial and angular information of a scene onto a single
image referred to as a plenoptic image. The multiplexing
of spatial and angular information is achieved by placing a
lenslet array between the main lens and the image sensor
that enables the dense LF sampling. The optical configuration
of lenslet array relative to the main lens and image sensor
results in two different types of plenoptic cameras (i.e., a conventional plenoptic camera and a focused plenoptic camera).
The conventional plenoptic camera was initially introduced
for the consumer market [16], and later on, a focused
plenoptic camera targeting commercial applications was also
proposed [17].
The scene information whether captured by an MCS or by
a plenoptic camera requires high storage, processing and
transmission resources. The increase in the size of the data
captured is a direct consequence of the increase in sensor
resolution for plenoptic cameras and the number of cameras
in MCSs. The Lytro Illum [16] and Raytrix R29 plenoptic
cameras capture scene information by consuming 50 MB
and 30 MB of storage space for a single plenoptic image,
respectively. On the contrary, the MCS-based LF acquisition
systems, namely the Franhoufer High-Density Camera Array
(HDCA) [1] and the Stanford HDCA [18] require 20 GB
and 400 MB of storage, respectively, for a single capture.
The recent initiative to develop a standard framework for
representing and signaling LF modalities, also referred to as
JPEG Pleno [19], underscores the requirement of efficient
compression solutions that address the correlation present in
LF data.
Standard image and video encoders can be used to compress the LF data with limited compression efficiency since
these encoders are built on the assumptions of image and
video signals. The image and video signals contain spatial and temporal correlations that are efficiently exploited
by intra-prediction and inter-prediction tools available in
high-efficiency video coding (HEVC). As LF data possess spatial and angular correlations, they require additional
improvements in image- or video-compression schemes. Initially, the HEVC intra-prediction scheme was modified for
plenoptic image compression [20]–[24] by enabling each
micro-lens image to make predictions from already encoded
micro-lens images. The encoding scheme exploits the limited
correlations in the plenoptic image that is mainly defined
by the search window around the current micro-lens image.
An alternative scheme uses a sub-aperture image (SAI)
representation [25] of the plenoptic image. The SAIs are
transferred as a pseudo video sequence (PVS) to an HEVC
video-coding scheme that only exploits a 1D inter-view correlation. The same methodology was also applied to LF data
captured using an MCS by interpreting each view as one
frame of multiple PVSs. To exploit the 2D inter-view correlation present in the LF data, the multiview extension of HEVC
(MV-HEVC) was proposed [26].
The MV-HEVC scheme was proposed with the assumption of a multiple video camera system [27] as an input,
which exploits the temporal and inter-view correlation.
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Due to the nature of MV-HEVC input, various modules
of HEVC were directly incorporated into MV-HEVC. The
single-layer HEVC prediction structures are used to define
the group of pictures (GOPs) of each video layer of the MCS.
The rate allocation of HEVC is directly applied to individual
video layers of the MCS. In MV-HEVC the inter-prediction
is performed by using temporal motion vectors (TMV) and
disparity motion vectors (DMVs). Due to the high temporal
correlations in multiple video camera systems, MV-HEVC
uses an HEVC based motion estimation (ME) strategy to
compute TMVs and DMVs.
A. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTIONS

In this paper, we present a framework for the compression
of LF data by proposing modifications to MV-HEVC. The
proposed compression framework introduces a hierarchical
organization of the input LF views that assign a specific level
to each frame based on its location in the 2D grid. The rateallocation scheme uses a hierarchical view organization and
distributes better quality to a sparse set of views relative to
the remaining views. A 2D prediction structure is devised
that utilizes better quality frames as references to improve the
overall compression efficiency. An optimized ME method is
proposed that relies on a rectified LF assumption and reduces
the computational complexity. The contributions of this paper
are as follows.
• The paper presents a detailed description of our initial
LF compression proposal [26].
• The experimentation is performed by following the
JPEG Pleno common test conditions [28].
• The variation of quality among views is defined as a free
parameter in the proposed coding scheme that can be
adapted according to the intended application.
• A ranking based on the quality and distance of each
predictor frame relative to the current frame is used
to select the best references. The maximum number of
references is defined as a free parameter in the proposed
coding scheme to address different memory constraints.
• The proposed compression scheme exploits the rectified
LF assumption and restricts the 2D motion-search space
into a single dimension. Moreover, a dynamic motionsearch range estimation scheme is also proposed to further reduce the computational complexity.
• The proposed compression scheme presents a generalized solution for plenoptic images and MCSs.
The proposed compression scheme performs, on average, 0.75 dB better than the state-of-the-art plenoptic image
scheme [29] and 2.5 dB better than the JPEG Pleno reference anchor. Similarly, in the case of MCSs, the proposed
scheme performs 2.3 dB better than the JPEG Pleno reference anchor. On average, the proposed motion optimization reduces the computational complexity in terms of the
number of times sum of absolute differences (SADs) are
performed by 87% with respect to the reference MV-HEVC.
The presented scheme is based on a previously developed
MV-HEVC, and it will benefit from further improvements to
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the reference MV-HEVC. Numerous methods [30]–[32] use a
sparse set of views to reconstruct the input LF views, and such
methods rely on video-coding tools to compress the sparse set
of views. In addition, MV-HEVC enables each view to take
2D inter-view correlations, and hence it can serve as a test
bench to develop novel prediction tools for LF data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II presents a detailed account of state-of-the-art
LF compression schemes; Section III describes the proposed
compression framework (i.e., the hierarchical organization
of views, reference picture selection, rate allocation, and
motion-search optimization); Section IV presents the test
conditions and experimental results, and Section V presents
the conclusion of the paper.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, we present the literature review on compression schemes for LF data captured by conventional plenoptic
cameras and MCSs. The presented schemes can be classified with different labels, including disparity-based methods,
PVS-based methods, deep-learning based methods, viewsynthesis based methods, and so forth. To better explain
the state-of-the-art schemes in the context of this paper we
categorized the prior schemes into two groups: plenoptic
image compression and MCS. The plenoptic image compression schemes are further divided into two subgroups: lenslet
coding (schemes directly coding plenoptic images) and
SAI coding (schemes converting plenoptic images into SAIs
prior to coding).
A. PLENOPTIC IMAGE COMPRESSION

The plenoptic contents from conventional plenoptic cameras
have received significant attention from the research community mainly due to the availability of benchmark datasets [18],
[33] and its usage in various competitions [34], [35]. The
initial solution proposed to directly compress the plenoptic image and later on its conversion into SAI [12] is also
used to exploit the state-of-the-art video-coding tools for
LF data.
1) LENSLET COMPRESSION

Li et al. [20] have extended their previously proposed
method [36] to compress conventional plenoptic images.
A block-based bi-prediction capability is used in the HEVC
intra-coding scheme to better exploit the correlation present
in neighboring micro-lens images. Related to similar block
matching strategies, Conti et al. [21] added a self-similarity
(SS) operator, and Monteiro et al. [22] proposed integrating
SS and local linear embedding (LLE) operators in the HEVC
intra-coding scheme. Monteiro et al. [23] further proposed a
high-order prediction mode in the HEVC intra-coding structure. The prediction scheme exploits the non-local spatial
redundancy present in plenoptic images using block matching
with up to eight degrees of freedom. Zhong et al. [24] have
proposed two prediction tools in the HEVC intra-coding
scheme. The first prediction tool modifies the directional
143004

modes of HEVC intra-coding by updating the prediction
samples with the pixel values of already encoded neighboring micro-lens images. The second prediction tool enables
a block-matching scheme to predict the current micro-lens
image by estimating a linear combination of already encoded
neighboring micro-lens images. Chao et al. [37] proposed a
graph lifting transform for the coding of plenoptic images
prior to pre-processing and demosaicing. Conti et al. [38]
proposed a scalable coding framework that provided field of
view scalability with regions of interest (ROI) support. The
input plenoptic image with a limited angular resolution is
compressed in the base layer of scalable HEVC (SHVC) and
additional angular information of selected ROI is progressively encoded in the enhancement layers. Perra et al. [39]
partitioned the plenoptic image into equally sized tiles and
compressed the tiles as a PVS using HEVC video-coding
tools.
2) SUB-APERTURE IMAGE COMPRESSION

Instead of providing the video-coding scheme a non-natural
image, following the initial idea to provide integral images
as PVSs to a video encoder [40], Liu et al. [25] converted
plenoptic images into SAIs and compressed them as a single
PVS using HEVC video-coding tools. Jia et al. [41] introduced an optimized ordering of SAIs that take into account
the correlation present in the SAIs in order to improve the
compression efficiency of the coding scheme. Zhao et al. [42]
divided the input SAIs into two groups. The first group of
SAIs is compressed as a PVS using HEVC and the second
group of SAIs is estimated by taking the weighted average
from the neighboring SAIs of the first group. Li et al. [43]
presented a 2D hierarchical coding structure that partitions
SAIs into four quadrants and restricts the prediction structure
within each quadrant to address the reference picture buffer
management in HEVC. Ahmad et al. [26] demonstrated
the application of MV-HEVC for LF data by interpreting
the SAIs as multiple PVSs prior to compression. In this
way, SAIs are allowed to utilize the 2D inter-view correlation using the temporal and inter-view prediction tools
of MV-HEVC. Tabus et al. [44] segmented the central SAI
into regions and estimated the displacement of each region
in the side SAIs relative to the central SAI. The researchers
proposed a prediction scheme that uses the segmentation
information of the central SAI, the region displacement of
side SAIs, a JPEG2000 decoded version of selected SAIs, and
a JPEG2000 decoded version of lenslet image to reconstruct
the SAIs. Tran et al. [45] proposed motion-compensated
wavelet decomposition and estimated the disparity map
using a variational optimization scheme. An invertible
motion-compensated wavelet decomposition scheme is
applied to effectively remove redundant information across
multiple SAIs. The JPEG2000 is used to encode a sub-band
of SAIs and the estimated disparity map. Chen et al. [46]
introduced a disparity-guided sparse coding scheme for
plenoptic image compression. A set of sparse SAIs is used
to train the sparse dictionary that is later used to reconstruct
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the non-selected SAIs. Bakir et al. [32] have compressed
a sparse set of SAIs as PVS using HEVC and reconstructed
the remaining SAIs using a convolutional neural network
(CNN) based view synthesis scheme.
B. MULTIPLE CAMERA SYSTEM COMPRESSION

Hawary et al. [31] exploited the sparsity present in the angular
domain of LF using a sparse Fourier-transform based method.
A set of views at pre-defined positions is compressed in
the base layer of SHVC, and the corresponding decoded
set is used to reconstruct the remaining views. The remaining views are compressed in SHVC enhancement layers by
taking the prediction from previously reconstructed views.
Ahmad et al. [47] extended their previous method [26] and
interpreted views of MCSs as frames of multiple PVSs
and compressed them using MV-HEVC to demonstrate the
applicability of the scheme for a sparsely sampled LF.
Ahmad et al. [30] presented a shearlet transform based prediction tool for compression of MCS. A sparse set of views
are encoded as a PVS using HEVC and at the decoder
side, missing views are reconstructed using the shearlettransform based prediction (STBP) scheme. Xian et al. [48]
proposed a homography based LF compression solution. The
homographies between the side views/SAIs and the central
view/SAI are estimated by minimizing the error in the lowrank approximation model. The scheme is further refined
by using the specific homography corresponding to each
depth layer in the scene. Senoh et al. [49] proposed a depthbased compression solution for MCSs and plenoptic images.
A subset of views/SAIs are encoded using MV-HEVC along
with depth maps, and on the decoder side, view synthesis is performed to estimate the non-selected views/SAIs.
Carvalho et al. [50] have created a 4D discrete cosine
transform (DCT)-based compression scheme for MCSs and
plenoptic images. Views/SAIs are divided into 4D blocks,
and DCT is applied on each block. The generated coefficients
are grouped using a hexadeca-tree structure on a bit-plane by
bit-plane basis, and the generated stream is encoded using an
adaptive arithmetic coder.
C. SUMMARY

The following key findings can be concluded regarding stateof-the-art LF compression schemes:
• Plenoptic image compression has received significant attention from the research community compared
to MCS, mainly due to availability of benchmark
datasets and plenoptic image compression grand
challenges [34], [35].
• Plenoptic images captured with Lytro cameras are
mainly used in plenoptic image compression grand challenges. The plenoptic image compression is performed
either directly on raw lenslet images or on sub-aperture
images.
• Researchers have introduced LF reconstruction schemes
for LF compression that use video-coding tools for the
encoding of sparse LF views [30], [44], [46].
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Special compression requirements have also been
proposed in numerous schemes, including ROI-based
coding [38], reference picture management [43], and
scalable coding [31], [38], [51].
At present, it is inevitable to avoid video-compression
tools for LF data compression since the compression efficiency of video data has significantly improved with the
last two decades of research efforts. The interpretation of
LF views as a PVS enables video-coding schemes to exploit
the correlation present in LF data [25], [26], [41]. Moreover, LF reconstruction methods are drawing attention in the
LF compression field [30]–[32]. These methods reconstruct
the input LF views using a sparse set of views that are initially
compressed using video-coding tools. The enhancement and
customization of video-coding schemes to improve the compression efficiency of LF data can significantly influence the
LF compression process.
•

III. PROPOSED COMPRESSION SCHEME

The block diagram of the proposed framework is displayed
in Fig. 1 and consists of LF acquisition, representation,
and compression. The proposed compression framework is
applicable for both dense as well as sparse LF data captured using plenoptic cameras and MCSs, respectively. The
LF data acquired using plenoptic cameras is converted
into SAIs and then into multiple PVS (MPVS), whereas
the LF views acquired from MCSs are directly converted
into MPVS. In the rest of this paper, SAIs from plenoptic
cameras and views from MCSs are referred to as ‘‘LF views’’.
Fig. 1 illustrates that, after LF acquisition and its representation as MPVS, it is compressed using MV-HEVC. The compression blocks highlighted in gray represent the modules
that have been either added or modified from the reference
MV-HEVC modules, whereas the non-highlighted (white)
blocks represent reference MV-HEVC modules that are
not modified in the proposed framework. The compression
scheme initially organizes the LF views in hierarchical order,
followed by the rate-allocation scheme that assigns the quality to individual LF views in terms of quantization levels. The
reference frame management scheme arranges the indexes
of frames according to the hierarchical organization used
for the prediction of other frames in the LF views. Finally,
an optimized motion search is performed by taking advantage
of the temporal and inter-view dependencies of LF views to
reduce the computational complexity. The following subsections discuss the compression modules in detail.
A. HIERARCHICAL ORGANIZATION OF LIGHT FIELD
VIEWS

The proposed scheme divides the input LF views into hierarchical levels, and later the assigned levels are used by
reference picture management and rate-allocation schemes
to improve the compression efficiency. The central LF view
(referred to as central-LF) is considered as the most essential
view, and it is placed in the first hierarchical level. A uniformly sub-sampled sparse representation of input LF views
143005
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FIGURE 1. Block diagram of the overall proposed framework. The input from plenoptic cameras or MCSs is converted into MPVS and transferred as
input to the MV-HEVC based LF coding framework. A hierarchical organization of frames is introduced in MV-HEVC, and modifications are proposed in
reference picture management, rate-allocation, and ME schemes.

FIGURE 2. Hierarchical organization for horizontal parallax only LF data (17 views). The central view at index 8 is of high importance, and
it is placed in the first level. Views with indexes {0,4,12,16} are placed in the second level, views with indexes {2,6,10,14} are placed in the
third level, and the remaining views are placed in the last level. The same hierarchical organization is applied to 2D LF views.

is interpreted as the next important piece of information of the
scene and is placed in the second hierarchical level. Without relying on any prior information, it is assumed that the
uniformly distributed sparse views contain most of the scene
information. Similarly, the remaining LF views are placed in
subsequent hierarchical levels. Fig. 2 contains an example of
the hierarchical organization for Stanford LF data in a single
dimension. The central view at index eight {8} is placed in
the highest hierarchical level. Views with indexes {0,4,12,16}
are placed in the second level, views with indexes {2,6,10,14}
are placed in the third level, and finally, the remaining views
143006

are placed in the last level. The views placed in higher levels
are assigned with the best available quality and are used for
the prediction of same and lower level views. The lowest
level views are not used for prediction of any other view. The
presented hierarchical organization scheme is extended for
2D LF views.
The hierarchical organization of a single layer with
M views is presented in Algorithm 1. The central-LF view is
assigned to the highest level. The algorithm then successively
partitions the input LF views into two parts and assigns subsequent levels until further division is not possible. Finally,
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the remaining LF views are assigned to the lowest level. The
left and right side of the hierarchical structure are stored in
two separate lists (i.e., HL and HR ) and are provided as an
output by Algorithm 1. The same methodology is extended
for 2D input LF views with the size M xN .
Algorithm 1 Hierarchical Organization of input LF Views
Input: Total Number of views M
M −1
1: HL (1, 1) = b 2 c
M −1
2: HR (1, 1) = b 2 c
3: C = {0, L0 , M − 1}
4: i = 1
M −1
5: while b i+1 ≥ 2c do
2
6:
for k = 1 : numel(C) − 1 do
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

−1
F = C(k) + b M2i+1
c;
M −1
if F ≤ b 2 c then
HL (i, 1) = F;
else
HR (i, 1) = F;
C = updatelist(C, Li )
i=i+1
for m = 1 : M do
Lm = m , ∀ m ∈
/C;
HL (1, numel(HL (2, :)) + 1) = 0 ;
HR (1, numel(HR (2, :)) + 1) = M − 1 ;
Output: HL , HR

B. REFERENCE PICTURE SELECTION/MANAGEMENT

The reference picture list maintains the indexes of frames
used for the prediction of other frames in the video data.
In video coding, various prediction structures [52]–[55] are
proposed by taking into account the properties of image and
video signals. The reference MV-HEVC uses the same video
signal assumptions for the management of reference picture
lists. However, in our proposed compression scheme, we have
considered the following important factors for LF data.
1) Block Level Analysis: In the presence of occlusion,
it will be beneficial to select a reference view that is
further away from the current view since nearby views
will most likely contain the same occlusion.
2) Frame Level Analysis: In video data, the residual
between consecutive frames is mainly incurred by
the motion of objects. However, the residual between
consecutive views in LF data is mainly incurred by
perspective changes and occlusion due to objects in
the scene. Generally, the correlation of the current
frame/view decreases as predictions are taken from
further away frames/views. However, this behavior is
more likely in the case of LF data compared to video
data. Therefore, encoding efficiency increases if views
are encoded from references selected in close vicinity
of the current view.
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Algorithm 2 Reference Picture Selection
Input HL ,HR , PMAX
1: RL (1, 1) = NULL; Base frame is Intra coded
2: DL (1, 1) = HL (1, 1); Base frame is encoded first
3: Calculating Reference pictures for Left side
4: k = 2
5: for s = 2 : size(HL , 1) do
6:
for t = 1 : size(HL , 2) do
7:
if HL (u, t) 6= NULL then
8:
DL (1, k) = HL (s, t)
9:
for u = 1 : k − 1 do
10:
if u ≤ PMAX then
11:
RL (k, u) = DL (1, u)
12:
end
13:
end
14:
k =k +1
15:
end
16:
end
17: end
18: Calculating Reference pictures for Right side
19: k = 2
20: for s = 2 : size(HR , 1) do
21:
for t = 1 : size(HR , 2) do
22:
if HR (u, t) 6= NULL then
23:
DR (1, k) = HR (s, t)
24:
for u = 1 : k − 1 do
25:
if u ≤ PMAX then
26:
RR (k, u) = DR (1, u)
27:
end
28:
end
29:
k =k +1
30:
end
31:
end
32: end
33: R = [RL ; RR ]
34: DO = [DL DR ]
35: end
36: Output: DO, R

3) GOP Level Analysis: In LF compression, it has been
demonstrated that [25], [26] providing better quality to
predictor frames improves the compression efficiency.
The variable quality of the predictor frame will require
joint analysis of the impact of the distance and quality
of the predictor frame on the encoding of the current
frame.
Therefore, it is proposed to select a combination of reference views such as to keep the views near the current
view (to exploit the high correlation), and also the views
that are relatively farther away from the current view (to
handle the occluded regions). However, increasing the reference frames improves the compression efficiency at the
cost of additional memory and computational complexity
of the encoding scheme. Experimentation is performed to
143007
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quantify the impact of the number of reference frames on
overall compression efficiency, and the results are reported
in Section IV-D.
Algorithm 2 explains the proposed reference picture selection scheme for a 1D case. The proposed scheme takes the
maximum number of predictor (PMAX ) frames as an input
parameter along with the left (HL ) and right (HR ) lists from
Algorithm 1. References for each list are maintained independently, and both lists only share the central view. The
reference list index for the first frame is assigned with null
value since it will be encoded in intra mode. From lines 5-17,
the algorithm iterates over all the remaining views and estimates the reference list for each view. Similarly, the reference
list for views placed on the right-side list (HR ) is estimated
from lines 18-32. The algorithm also sets the decoding order
(DO) of the input LF views.

The rate-allocation scheme [47] makes use of the hierarchical
structure of the input LF views to assign a specific quantization parameter (QP) to each view. The views placed in
higher levels are assigned with better quality compared to
remaining views placed in the subsequent levels. The rateallocation scheme tends to keep better quality in terms of QP
for views that are used for the prediction of other views; the
greater the dependency on a view, the lower will be its QP. The
views that are not used in the prediction of any other views are
assigned with relatively higher QP values. The scheme uses
MV-HEVC parameters including picture order count (POC),
view ID (VID), decoding order (DO), and view order index
(VOI) to estimate the QP for each view. The parameters POC
and VID represent the location of each view in the input
LF grid. While the parameters DO and VOI represent the
decoding order of each view in the horizontal and vertical
axes.
Algorithm 3 presents the rate-allocation scheme used in
the proposed compression scheme. The algorithm takes the
following parameters as input: the number of views in both
dimensions (M × N ), POC and VID of the central frame
(cPOC , cVID ), POC array (APOC ), DO array (ADO ), VID array
(AVID ), VOI array (AVOI ), and prediction level arrays (PPOC
and PVID ). Views belonging to the central column or row are
assigned QP offset equal to the maximum of their prediction
levels. For each remaining view, the QP offset is estimated by
calculating the frame distance and decoding distance between
the current frame and the base frame. The proposed rateallocation scheme limits the extent of the QP offset by normalizing the calculated QP offset with the parameter Qmax .
The normalized QP offset of each frame is added to the QP
of the central frame (Qc ) to determine QP of each frame,
as explained in equation (1).
M X
N
X
m=1 n=1
143008

Qc +

12:
13:
14:
15:

C. RATE-ALLOCATION SCHEME

QP(m, n) =

Algorithm 3 Rate-Allocation Scheme
Input: M , N , cPOC , cVID , APOC , ADO , AVID , AVOI ,
PPOC , PVID
1: for x = 1:M do
2:
for y = 1:N do
3:
if x == cPOC k y == cVID then
4:
Qo(x,y) = max(PPOC (x), PVID (y))
5:
else
6:
W = Weightage(sPOC (x), tVID (y))
POC |
c
7:
dPOC = b |APOC (x)−c
W
|AVID (y)−cVID |
8:
dVID = b
c
W
9:
dDO = remainder(ADO (x), cPOC )
10:
dVOI = remainder(AVOI (y), cVID )
11:
Qo(x,y) = dPOC + dVID + dDO + dVOI

Q0 (m, n)
× QMAX
max(Q0 )

(1)

end
end
end
Output: Qo

D. MOTION-SEARCH OPTIMIZATION

The reference MV-HEVC was initially proposed for MCSs
that contain temporal and inter-view correlations. Since the
MCS data are mainly dominated by temporal correlations,
it forced MV-HEVC to adopt a conventional 2D ME scheme
for finding the best possible match of the current block
namely a motion vector (MV). The MV-HEVC mainly relies
on test zone search (TZS) [56] ME scheme that consists of
three stages: 1) initial position selection, 2) coarse search, and
3) refined search. In the first step, the initial center position of
the search window is selected by choosing the MV information of the neighboring coding units (CUs). In the second step,
a coarse diamond-pattern search is performed using the initial
center position to find the MV that yields the minimum SAD.
In cases where the difference between the obtained MV and
the initial position is higher than the specified threshold,
an additional raster search is performed to obtain a closer
estimate of the MV. In the final step, refinement is performed
by changing the initial center position to the estimated MV of
the second step, and a diamond-pattern search is performed
again to obtain the refined MV. This diamond-pattern based
2D motion search in MV-HEVC is computationally expensive, which significantly contributes to the overall encoding
time [56].
In LF data, the motion can be modeled by the disparity
between the views. Disparity depends on the position of
objects in the scene, and since each camera/view is essentially
looking at the same scene, the views contain similar information, which can be exploited to optimize the ME process.
In the proposed framework, we have exploited the rectified
LF assumption to optimize the ME process in two ways:
(i) We restricted the motion search in either horizontal or vertical directions depending on the orientation of the reference and current frame, and (ii) the range of motion
search is dynamically adapted based on the disparity between
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cameras/views and the maximum motion encountered in the
central LF column.
In the proposed LF compression framework, the central
column of the 2D input LF is encoded first. The maximum
MV between the current and reference frames is estimated
and normalized by using the distance between the current
and reference frames. For the remaining columns of the
LF, whenever inter-view prediction is performed, the motion
search is limited to the vertical direction only, with search
range equal to the maximum motion found in the central
column. Similarly, for temporal prediction, the motion search
is restricted only to the horizontal direction. The maximum
horizontal search range is defined based on the maximum
vertical search range, and the horizontal and vertical distances
between adjacent cameras. The motion-search complexity is
significantly reduced from 2D to 1D with a negligible loss in
rate-distortion (RD) performance.
The pseudo algorithm of the proposed optimization in
the ME module is presented in Algorithm 4. The algorithm
takes POCi , POCref , CPOC , nPOC , Viewj , Viewref , stepX , and
stepY parameters as input. POCi and POCref represent the
POC number of the current frame being encoded and the reference frame respectively. Moreover, CPOC represents POC
number of the central LF column, nPOC represents the number
of frames in each view, and nView represents the number of
views; Viewj and Viewref represent the VID of the current and
the reference frames, respectively. The parameters stepX and
stepY indicate the horizontal and vertical distance between
adjacent cameras.
In the proposed scheme, the first frame belongs to the
central LF column (CPOC ). The maximum motion between
the current (Viewj ) and the reference views (Viewref ) is
found using the ‘‘FindMaxVerticalMV’’ function that utilizes the reference ME process. The maximum motion vector, V , is normalized by the distance between the reference and the current view. If the normalized MV is larger
than the previous maximum vertical motion, Vmax , then
Vmax is updated. Subsequently, the maximum horizontal MV,
Hmax is scaled by multiplying Vmax with the ratio of the
horizontal and vertical distance between the adjacent views
stepX and stepY , respectively. The process is repeated for
all the frames in the central LF column, and after encoding the central LF column, the estimated motion-search
ranges Vmax and Hmax are fixed for the rest of the LF.
In non-central LF frames, optimized motion estimation is
performed. If the VID of the current and reference frames
(Viewj , Viewref ) is same, then a horizontal motion search is
performed with a range limited to the maximum horizontal
motion given by Hmax . Similarly, if VIDs of reference and
current frames do not match, then vertical motion estimation
is performed with a search range limited to the maximum
vertical motion, Vmax .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiments were performed to analyze the following
aspects of the proposed compression framework:
VOLUME 7, 2019

Algorithm 4 Optimized Motion Estimation
Input: POCi , POCref , CPOC , nPOC , nView , Viewi , Viewref ,
stepX , stepY
1: Vmax = 0
F Initialized once
2: for i = 1 : nPOC do
3:
for j = 1 : nView do
4:
if POCi == CPOC then
F Perform
Reference Motion Estimation with default search range,
i.e., (x, y) = (±64, ±64)
5:
V = FindMaxVerticalMV(Viewj , Viewref )
6:
Vnorm = V /abs(Viewj − Viewref )
7:
if Vnorm > Vmax then
8:
Vmax = Vnorm
9:
Hmax = (stepX /stepY ) ∗ Vmax
10:
end
11:
else
F Perform optimized motion search
12:
if Viewj == Viewref then F i.e. same Layer
(temporal prediction)
13:
Hscaled = abs(POCi − POCref ) ∗ Hmax
14:
SetMvSrchRng(±Hscaled , 0)
15:
else F i.e. same POC (inter-view prediction)
16:
Vscaled (y) = abs(Viewj − Viewref ) ∗ Vmax
17:
SetMvSrchRng(0, ±Vscaled )
18:
end if
19:
end if
20:
end for
21: end for
22: Output: MvSrchRng

•
•
•
•
•

to select the appropriate input format for the proposed
coding scheme,
to analyze the impact of variable quality allocation on
rate-distortion improvement,
to quantify the number of reference pictures for LF data,
to estimate the reduction in computational complexity
using the proposed motion-search optimization, and
to demonstrate the performance of the proposed compression scheme in comparison with state-of-the-art
methods.

A. TEST ARRANGEMENT AND EVALUATION CRITERIA

The proposed LF compression scheme was tested on six LF
images selected from three different datasets [1], [18], [57].
Table 1 displays the selected LF images that contain M × N
views in RGB format, and their equivalent YUV444 format
was used as a reference input signal.
Following the JPEG Pleno common test conditions [28],
weighted peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) as presented in
(2) was used to estimate the degradation in reconstruction
quality relative to the reference input. The mean PSNR for
the Y, U, and V components was evaluated by following
equations (3) to (5). The proposed scheme is compared with
the JPEG Pleno reference scheme (x265) and a state-ofthe-art graph-learning based plenoptic image compression
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TABLE 1. Selected LF images from JPEG Pleno datasets.

scheme [29].
6PSNRY + PSNRU + PSNRV
8
M N
1 XX
PSNR(m, n)
=
MN

PSNRYUV =
PSNRmean

(2)

FIGURE 3. Rate-Distortion comparison for three different input formats
(10-bit YUV444, 8-bit YUV444, and 8-bit YUV420 format).

(3)

m=1 n=1

The PSNR of each view is calculated by
PSNR(i, j) = 10log10

(1023)2
,
MSE(i, j)

(4)

and the mean square error is calculated using
MSE(i, j) =

W H
1 XX
[I (x, y) − I 0 (x, y)]2
WH

(5)

x=1 y=1

where I and I 0 represent the reference and decoded view,
respectively, and W and H represent the width and height of
the view, respectively.
B. INPUT FORMAT SELECTION

The Lytro and HDCA LF images are provided in 10 bpp RGB
format, and the Stanford LF image is given in 8 bpp RGB
format. To find the optimum input format for the proposed
encoding scheme, the ‘‘Bike’’ LF image from Lytro dataset
was tested with three different input formats (10-bit YUV444,
8-bit YUV444, and 8-bit YUV420 format). Fig. 3 displays
the rate-distortion curves for three different variations of
the input LF data. In all the test cases, the comparison was
performed with the original input format. The results clearly
indicate that the quantization of the input LF image from
10 bpp to 8 bpp and chroma sub-sampling from YUV444 to
YUV420 yields better compression efficiency with an average Bjøntegaard delta PSNR (BD-PSNR) gain of 0.45 dB.
Hence, in the proposed compression scheme, the reference
input is converted into an 8-bit YUV420 format prior to
encoding.
C. FIXED VERSUS VARIABLE QUALITY

To analyze the impact of variable quality allocation among
different views of input LF, an experiment was performed
with two different quantization schemes: i) a variable
QP scheme, as explained in Section III-C, and ii) a fixed QP
scheme for all the frames. The experiment was performed on
143010

FIGURE 4. The rate-distortion analysis between the fixed quality
compression scheme and the variable quality compression scheme on the
‘‘Bikes’’ LF image.

the ‘‘Bikes’’ LF image, and the RD curves presented in Fig. 4
show that, overall, better compression efficiency is achieved
by assigning variable QPs compared to fixed QPs among the
input LF frames. The variable QP scheme shows a BD-PSNR
improvement of 0.58 dB.
The mean PSNR measure, as suggested by JPEG Pleno,
does not represent the variation among the views; hence,
in Fig. 4, the variance of PSNR among compressed views
is also presented. In the ‘‘Bikes’’ LF image, the fixed
QP scheme has an average variance of 0.53 dB for four
selected bitrates, whereas the variable QP scheme has an
average variance of 1.13 dB. The variable coding of LF views
organized in hierarchical groups can be beneficial for applications such as disparity estimation, view synthesis, and so
forth. Moreover, the presented scheme can also benefit novel
prediction tools [30] that use a sparse set of views to predict the remaining views. However, some applications might
require consistent quality among views (i.e., refocusing).
Hence, in the proposed framework, the maximum variation
in QP values is defined as a free parameter to better address
the desired requirements.
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FIGURE 5. The impact of the number of reference pictures on rate-distortion curves for Lytro, Stanford, and HDCA LF images.

TABLE 2. The reduction in number of times SAD is computed using the
proposed motion-search optimization.

FIGURE 6. The rate-distortion analysis between reference motion-search
(RMS) and the proposed LF motion-search (LMS) for the ‘‘Bikes’’ LF image.

D. REFERENCE PICTURES SELECTION

An analysis was performed to quantify the effect of the number of reference pictures on the RD improvements relative
to computational complexity. The experiment was performed
on ‘‘Bikes’’, ‘‘Set2’’, and ‘‘Tarot Cards’’ LF images taken
from three different datasets as mentioned in Table 1. The
improvements in the RD curves as a consequence of the
increase in the number of reference pictures is illustrated
in Fig. 5. A significant improvement in the RD curves can be
seen when more than two references in each dimension (horizontal and vertical) are selected. However, at a certain number
of reference pictures, the improvement in RD performance
becomes saturated, and the execution complexity increases
unnecessarily. Based on the analysis, a parameter was defined
that quantifies the number of reference pictures for each
LF dataset. We chose a maximum of five horizontal and
five vertical references for the Stanford and HDCA datasets;
however, for the Lytro dataset, we decided on a maximum of
three reference pictures in each dimension.
E. MOTION-SEARCH OPTIMIZATION

An analysis was performed to estimate the reduction in
computational complexity using the proposed motion-search
VOLUME 7, 2019

optimization. The LF image ‘‘Bikes’’ from Lytro dataset
was encoded using the reference (MV-HEVC TZS scheme)
and the optimized motion-search scheme and the computational complexity was compared in terms of the reduction
in the number of SAD computations during the motionsearch process. Table 2 presents the motion optimization
analysis, which demonstrates that the proposed motion optimization scheme results in more than an 80% reduction in the
SAD computations for each LF image. Fig. 6 consists of an
RD comparison between the reference motion-search and the
proposed motion-search optimization, which demonstrates
that the proposed optimization in motion-search results in a
negligible loss in the RD curves, mainly due to the rectification process. The experiment revealed that, when providing
the rectified LF as input to MV-HEVC, the search for the best
candidate block can be reduced to a single dimension with
minimum loss in perceived quality.
F. PROPOSED COMPRESSION SCHEME

The proposed compression scheme was evaluated on all
the selected LF images, and the RD curves are presented
in Fig. 7. In plenoptic image compression, the proposed
compression scheme performs better than [29] and the x265based schemes with an average BD-PSNR gain of 0.7 dB
and 2.5 dB, respectively, as presented in Table 3. Similarly,
in the case of MCSs, the proposed scheme is compared with
the x265-based scheme, and it reveals a PSNR improvement
143011
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FIGURE 7. The rate-distortion comparison of the proposed scheme with graph learning scheme [29] and JPEG Pleno anchor scheme for selected LF images.

TABLE 3. BD-PSNR gain of the proposed scheme relative to graph
learning scheme [29] and JPEG Pleno anchor schemes.

of 2.4 dB for the ‘‘Tarot cards’’ LF image and 2.2 dB for the
‘‘Set2’’ LF image. In all the RD comparisons, the proposed
scheme performs equally better in all the tested bitrates.
The RD information indicates that gains in compression efficiency for plenoptic images are higher compared for MCS.
The SAIs of plenoptic images contain high angular correlation, which is a consequence of the narrow baseline; also in
addition, the small disparity among SAIs contributes to less
overhead of MVs. In an alternative perspective, the proposed
coding scheme relates the disparity information to the frameper-second (FPS) analogy of video acquisition systems. The
lower disparity in the captured SAIs represents high FPS,
which in turn, reflects high correlation in neighboring SAIs.
On the other hand, high disparity relates to low FPS and lower
correlation among neighboring views.
V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented an optimized LF compression framework built on the multiview extension of
high-efficiency video coding (MV-HEVC). In this process,
143012

the views/SAIs are converted into multiple pseudo video
sequences (MPVSs) and are hierarchically organized into
groups. Variable quality is distributed among frames based
on their assigned hierarchical level. A sparse set of views
belonging to higher hierarchical level is assigned with better quality and used as reference pictures for the remaining
views to improve the compression efficiency. An analysis was
performed to quantify the number of reference pictures for
LF data. Moreover, a motion-search optimization suitable for
LF data is proposed to reduce the computational complexity (in terms of the number of SADs computed) by up
to 87% with negligible loss in perceived quality. The proposed scheme is compared with the x265-based JPEG Pleno
scheme and the graph-learning scheme by following the
common test conditions set by JPEG Pleno. The proposed
scheme leads to a 2.5 dB PSNR improvement compared to the
x265-based JPEG Pleno anchor scheme and is 0.75 dB better
then the graph-learning scheme. In the future, we intend to
investigate various aspect of compression schemes, such as
rate-control, random access, scalability, and so forth.
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